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ABSTRACT

In Thailand, the English language plays an important role not only in education

but also in career advancement. Learning English is not easy for many Thai learners
due to several reasons including the differences between Thai and English grammar,
especially the tense system. Therefore, the researcher would like to investigate Thai
learners' use of the tense with a special focus on the past tense in the Thai context. The
study includes 22 Thai EFL learners from an immersion course at Assumption
University, the study is conducted to help the researcher find out what make Thai EFL
learners commit errors when they use the past tense in spoken language.
The findings show that the Thai EFL learners use the present tense instead of
the past tense particular simple present tense which is used in the most places when
they narrate past events. The dominant reasons that make Thai EFL learners commit
errors when they use the past tense in spoken English could be due to the subjects' first
language.
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Chapter One
Introduction

1.1 Introduction

This chapter includes the background, rationale, aims of the study, significance of the
study, the research questions, methodology of the study and organization of this
thesis.
In Thailand, English language has played an important role as a foreign language.

· English became compulsory from primary school in order to develop language
proficiency since 1996 (Wongsothom 2000 cited in Foley 2005). Although Thai EFL
learners (learners, students and subjects will be used interchangeably in this study)
study English for a number of years, they are unprepared to survive in an Englishspeaking environment which reflects the need to focus on speaking and reading skills
in the English language classrooms of Thailand. According to de Montaigne cited in
Yule (1998: 1), 'the greater part of this world's troubles are due to questions of
grammar.' It is true that if the learners would like to be good in language, it is
necessary for them to develop their grammar skills apart from other skills.

Also, it is the differences between Thai and English influence Thai EFL learners' use
of the present tense instead of the past tense in English. The influence of the first
language at the syntactic, semantic and phonological (segmental and supra segmental)
levels is common in non-native varieties of English. The researcher found that Thai
learners hardly use the past tense in spoken English when they talk about past events.
This is again characteristic of non-native English where the 'aspect' is used more than
the past tense in spoken English.
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Therefore, this study on Thai EFL learners' use of the past tense in English can help
teachers to understand Thai EFL learners' problems in using the past tense and
understand the features of non-native varieties of English in particular the spoken
English of Thai learners.

1.2 Background

Thai learners have to learn English as a foreign language from primary school until
university in order to communicate with people, develop their language proficiency
for career advancement. It can't be denied that rote memorization and grammar
translation method have played an important role for Thai learners in the EFL
classroom. Traditionally, the Buddhist style of learning is prevalent in religious
education. Thai learners are

h~ve

been taught by rote memorization and grammar

translation for several years (Foley, 2005). Therefore, Thai learners and teachers are
familiar with this method more than other methods.
Although Thai learners have learnt English for several years, they have limited
opportunities to use and practice English both inside and outside the classroom. It has
been acknowledged that the one of the difficulties of learning English is grammar (de
Montaigne cited in Yule 1998:1). It is not easy to overcome difficulties in learning
grammar for Thai learners because it requires understanding, practicing and using it in
situations.

From the researcher's experience as a practicum teacher in the Basic English course at
Assumption University, the researcher observed Thai learners' problems in the use of
the past tense. The researcher observed the learners' performance in class. When the
teacher/ researcher asked learners to narrate past events, usually, Thai EFL learners
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used the past tense at the beginning of sentences and switched to the present tense
later.
Therefore, the inappropriate use of the past tense in spoken English of the Thai EFL
learners inspired the researcher to investigate the possible problems that make Thai
EFL learners commit these errors in their spoken English.

1.3 Rationale

The reasons for conducting this research came out from the problems, which the
researcher observed during her teaching practicum at Assumption University. The
researcher observed Thai learners' problems when they used the past tense, especially
the over use of the present tense for narrating past events in spoken English. The
problem indicates the need for developing learners' speaking skills apart from
teaching grammar in the Thai schools. The problem of using the past tense arises
largely due to mother tongue or Ll interference when Thai EFL learners use the past
tense in the L2. It is evident that first language interference affects Thai learners' use
of the past tense, so Thai learners should be encouraged to speak in English in and
outside their English classrooms.

Furthermore, due to the differences between spoken and written language, it is to
investigate the past tense in spoken English in order to see how they use the past tense
and find out the problems when they use the past tense in spoken English.

Although this problem is a common feature for non-native speakers in many countries
such as Singapore and other Southeast Asian varieties where they drop the final "ed"
in the past tense like Thailand.
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The English language has become an increasingly important language for people
around the world to communicate with each other. English is an international
language where people from all over the world communicate with each other. English
language is used as a medium of communication, education, business, publishing,
medicine, etc (Jenkins 2003: 35-36). If people speak well, they can get a lot of
benefits in terms of education, economic and career advancement.

The understanding of learners' problems in using the past tense will be helpful for
teachers in future. Also, it will benefit learners to improve their use of the past tense as
well as present and future tense in spoken English.

1.4 Aims of the study

The aim of this study was to investigate Thai EFL learners' use of past tense in spoken
English.

1.5 Significance of the study

The significance of the study was to explore Thai EFL learners use the past tense in
English, and to explore the problem in the learners' use of the past tense. The study
will be helpful for teachers to understand the learners' use of the past tense in order to
focus their teaching in the future.

This study is important for the following reasons.

1) The problems in the learners' use of the past tense have to be acknowledged by
teachers of English.

4

2) The study offers an explanation for unsuccessful performance of learners' use of
the past tense in their spoken English.

1.6 Research questions

The research question for this study is given below:

1. What makes Thai EFL learners commit errors when they use the past tense in
spoken English? Why?

1. 7 Methodology of the study

The study was conducted at Assumption University, Bangkok Thailand with 22 Thai
students at the entry level. The subjects were chosen based on the speaking test
conducted as part of a beginners' level English course at the University. The subjects
were chosen based on the data available at the University.

Research instruments

Tape recordings of the interviews would be analyzed in this study.

The tape recording was conducted with the entry-level students. The speaking test was
conducted individually and tape-recorded by an English teacher at Assumption
University.

1. 8 Organization of the thesis

This thesis consists of five chapters,

Chapter one presents a general introduction to the study which includes background,
rationale, the aims, the significance of the study and the research methodology.

5

Chapter two provides an overview of studies related to English grammar, tense and
past tense, factors that influence Thai EFL learners' use of the past tense, and the
differences between spoken and written language

Chapter three discusses the restatement of the research question, description of
research context, description of the research population, method of data collection and
method of analysis.

Chapter four reports the result of audio taped interviews and analyzes the data.

Chapter five summarizes the findings and recommendations, discusses the limitation
of the study, and provides suggestions for further research.
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Chapter Two
Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

This chapter provides an overview of studies related to English grammar, the factors
that influence Thai EFL learners' use of the past tense in spoken English and the
differences between spoken and written language.

2.2 The importance of grammar

Since Rama III (1824-1851), the English language has played an important role for
Thai people due to the increasing number of foreigners visiting Thailand (Durongphan
et al 1982 cited in Foley, 2005). English language became a compulsory subject for
students beyond Grade 4 in order to produce modem thinkers for the country and to
provide a sufficient knowledge of English to able to speak English in classroom
(Aksornkul 1980 cited in Foley, 2005). Later, English language became compulsory
for all primary children from Grade 1. Thai learners are taught English as a foreign
language in order to develop their proficiency and career advancement. (Wongsothom
2000 cited in Foley, 2005).

In Thailand, grammar has been one of the key concerns for learners and teachers for

several years. The over importance to grammar has made Thai learners unsuccessful
in learning English due to the lack of practice of the other language skills.

7
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According to Batstone,
Language without grammar would be chaotic: countless words without the
indispensable guidelines for how they can be ordered and modified.
Batstone (1994: 5)

Batstone implies that grammar enables learners to use the language successfully, so
learners should be taught how to use it correctly and effectively. However, the
teaching of grammar alone like in the Thai context will not improve learners' fluency
in the language.

2.3 Tense in English

In English tense play an important role and one cannot deny that it is also quite
difficult for Thai learners. In order to help Thai learners employ tense correctly, they
should learn the rule of English tense. According to Lewis (1986: 50), tense is a
morphological change in the base form of verb. A verb tense can also give an
indication of the duration of the verb's action and when or if it is completed. Tenses
often have to do with the location of a situation in time. Time marker is used to
indicate tense such as now, yesterday, and tomorrow Yule (1998: 59). In English,
there are two tense forms: present tense and past tense, and two different forms for
aspect: perfect and progressive aspect.

In tense forms, the present tense ties the situation described closely to the situation of

utterance. The past tense makes the situation described more remote from the situation
of utterance. While, the verb form is traditionally called 'future tense' it is expressed
by a modal "will" which indicated the relative possibility of an event.
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The use of English tense would not be difficult for Thai learners if it was similar to the
Thai system. In contrast, Thai is a "tenseless" language, which affects Thai learners
when they use English. The past and future tense verb forms are not clearly marked in
Thai grammar except by context, time adverbial and auxiliary verb in order to indicate
the time of the situation (Baker 2002: 1).

2.4 The role of the past tense in English

According to Yule (1998: 59), the past tense is used to describe situations remote from
the situations of the utterance. In reality, the past tense is not based on remoteness

only because the past tense is used based on the speaker's feelings such as I finished
my homework 2 minutes ago. This situation is not remote from the situation of the
utterance but it concerns how the speaker views a situation. The speaker can use the
past tense for situations which are not remote. The past tense is used in various
situations which has a different form. Holschuh (1991: 49, 112, 180, 182, and 232)
describes the following forms of the past tense in English:

-Simple past tense is used for events that were completed in the past. Expressions of
past time, such as "yesterday'', "last night", "two weeks ago", and "in 1988", can be
used with the simple past tense. Expressions of the present time, such as today, this
morning, and this year, can be used if that period of time is considered finished. The
simple past form is classified into 2 groups: regular verb, which is formed by adding ed (such as want-wanted) and irregular verb is changed form (such as give-gave).

-Past progressive is used in two situations: activity occurring at a point in the past and
past duration. The past form of BE is used as an auxiliary, followed by the present
participle form of the verb (Verb+ing)

9

-Past perfect is used for a past activity which occurred earlier than another activity or
time in the past. The earlier activity uses the past perfect tense, when a later activity is
stated; it uses the simple past tense. It is formed with past tense of HAVE auxiliary,
had, and the past participle form (Verb+en) of the main verb.

-Past perfect progressive tense, shows that an earlier activity continued up to the
moment of a later past time or activity. The duration of the earlier activity is often
indicated. The past perfect progressive is used to refer to longer actions or situations,
which have continued till the time of the utterance. It is formed with the past tense of
the HAVE auxiliary (had), followed by the past participle of the auxiliary BE (been),
and finally the present participle of the main verb (Verb+ing).

Besides the four past tense forms which are used for narrating past events, there is
another past tense form which is used when focusing on a person or a thing affected
by an action in the past passive voice.

-Past passive voice, the passive sentences emphasize the receiver of the activity by
placing it in the subject position. A form of verb BE is added before the main verb,
and the main verb is changed to the past participle form (Verb+en). In the simple past,
it will be was or were which depends on singular or plural subject.

Although the role of the past tense is taught in the Thai context, the use of the past
tense in English is difficult for Thai learners due the differences in the tense system
between Thai and English. In short, English grammar has past tense, whereas Thai
doesn't. In Thai, Past tense is handled by putting "already" at the end, or by adding an
adverb of time, like "yesterday" or by using the word mua "when" and gom ''before"
can be translated as "ago" For example, instead of saying, "I went to the market", one
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use the present tense ("go") but add "already" at the end, as in "I go market already".
But in case of no adverb of time is used, the past tense may be indicated by putting the
word "dy" in front of verb (e.g. chun dy ahn nungseu I I read(did read) the book)
(Campbell and Shaweevong 1957: 73,99). It can see that Thai language affects Thai
learners' use of the past tense in English. Therefore, Thai learners should be taught
the distinction between Thai and English past forms in order to use it correctly and
successfully.

2.5 Studies on time and tense

According to Lewis (1986: 47), Time is not the same thing as tense. The importance
of the distinction cannot be overestimated. Time is an element of our experience of
reality. Tense is a purely grammar idea.

The researcher agrees with Lewis's (1986: 47), idea of time and tense. It is possible to
encounter sentences of present tense, which doesn't refer to the present time such as
"we leave at 4 o'clock tomorrow". Meanwhile, present time which doesn't identify the
characteristic of present tense such as ''what name was it please?". A sentence in the
past tense, which doesn't refer to past time such as "It's time we left". Meanwhile past
time, which doesn't identify the characteristics of past tense such as "this forest hasn't
changed for 2000 years". The researcher acknowledges that there are three ways in
English to show the present, past, and future, but there are only two tense: present and
past. It may be difficult to use the present tense, which refers to present time or using
the past tense to refer to past time.

Similarly, the researcher notices that time and tense are different in Thai and English.
In Thai, time is indicated in the: present, past, and the future, but there are no tenses
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because the verbs do not change. Thai doesn't have grammatical means to express
tense, but instead implies by temporal adverbs (e.g. mua-wan-ni/yesterday), contexts
and inferences by the use of the aspect e.g. laew/already. It is evident that both time
and tense in Thai and English are complicated for Thai learners. In order to see clearer
the differences in time and tense in Thai and English, the researcher illustrates the
differences between time and tense in Thai and English languages in Table 2.1:

Table 2.1: Differences in time and tense between Thai and English

The difference between time and tense
Thai

English

Time

Present, Past, and Future

Present, Past, and Future

Tense

Tenseless

Present and Past

Since the Thai language is tenseless it is not easy for Thai learners to distinguish
tenses which refer to time. It may be because of the imbalance between time and tense
in Thai language that affects Thai learners when they use English tense especially, the
past tense. Therefore, the distinction between the uses of English present or past tense
is a serious problem for Thai learners. The concept of immediacy/remoteness doesn't
appear in Thai language. It is possible this concept influences Thai EFL learners' use
of the present and the past tense.

Previous studies on time and tense by Coniam (2004: 34), with trainee English
language teachers with three activities: the first involves a joke, the second and third
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were acted-out scenarios. The result of the first activity was the use of the present
tense to tell a joke in past is funnier than the use of the past tense because it was short
and uses direct speech (psychological distance). The result of the second activity was
the use of past tense which could sound more polite (social distance). And the result of
the third activity was the use of the past tense with indirect speech; it was used to tell
bad news. He found that the concept of immediacy/remoteness relate to time and tense
that

influence

on the

use

of present and past tense.

The concept of

immediacy/remoteness is provided for a speakers' use of the present or past
tense. Lewis (1994: 69-74 cited in Coniam 2004: 35), classified the distinction of
distance conditions in the following way:

- Temporal distance the generally understood difference between present and past as
"now" and "then"

- Social distance as with explanations about politeness: that "could" is more polite
than "can," for example

-Psychological distance as with the immediacy perceived in story, or joke,

telling ("the historic present") or making an event appear more "vivid"

- Hypothetical distances with ''will" for the first conditional (likely") and

''would" for the second conditional ("unlikely"); ''wish" as in "I wish that Ferrari
belonged to me."

(Lewis 1994: 69-74 cited in Coniam 2004: 35)
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Some Thai EFL learners claim that the use of tenses in English is more complicated
than in Thai. Particularly the past tense in terms of form and meaning, the use of past
tense in English is interpreted by the speakers' perception when they see events,
which can have various functions such as 'would' is the past tense form of 'will' and
'could' is the past tense form of 'can'. Both 'would' and 'could' are more polite than
'will' and 'can'. Whereas the use of past tense in Thai can't indicate these functions.
Therefore the understanding of time, tense and the concept of immediacy/remoteness
are important for Thai learners in order to use the past tense correctly and properly.

2.6 Factors that influence Thai learners' use of the past tense
The two factors that influences the learners' use of the past tense are first language
interference and the over use of the present tense. .

2.6.1 First language inteiference

According to Brown (2006), many of the characteristic errors Thais make in English
are directly related to interference from their own language and culture.

And further,

According to Fries
The basic problems [of foreign language learning] arise not out of any essential
difficulty in the features of the new language themselves, but primarily out of the
special "set" created by the first language habits.
Fries (1975: 5 cited in Gass & Schachter 1989: 55)
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Since the Thai language has only one verb form which can't be identified as a tense as
in English. Thai learners use only one verb form for present, past or future time, but
tense is indicated by time and aspect particles (e.g. tuk-wan/everyday, mua-wanni/yesterday, laew/already). It is possible that Thai learners use the present tense
instead of the past tense in English due to the influence of their first language not only
grammar, tense and aspect but also pronunciation of verb inflection effect to Thai
learners' use of the past tense because of mother-tongue interference. Thai languages
always end with either a vowel sound or a single consonant so English pronunciation
with consonant cluster (watched) cause difficulties for Thai learners. In short, Thai
doesn'r have a characteristic of phonetic language like English such as the word
ending with "ed".

2.6.2 The over use of the present tense

As mentioned in the earlier sections, the researcher believes that Thai learners' first
language affects to the use of the past tense in English. Besides, grammar and
pronunciation, Thai learners over use the present tense because of first language
influence. The learners often use the present tense to. narrate past events. Also, verb
forms of regular (add 'ed') or irregular (not adding 'ed) are confused by the learners,
so the present tense is preferred when the learners narrate or talk about past events.

2. 7 The differences between written and spoken language

There is a distinction between speech and writing. Spoken language is used more than
written language in daily life, most people think that speaking is easier than writing
and it reflects real life situation (Halliday 1989: 76 cited in Lier 1995: 98), while
written English is well-formed. In spoken language, the learners can convey their
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language by gesture, facial expression, and body language while they can not in
writing.
From the differences between written and spoken language, it can not conclude that
spoken is better than written or written is better spoken due to the difference between
form, function, and linguistic characteristic in speech and writing. Especially, the
difference in linguistic characteristics, the way the learners use grammar also
different.
Leech, Deuchar and Hoogenraad (1982: 139), linguistic characteristics of spoken and
written language are shown in Table 2.2:

Table 2.2. Linguistic characteristics of spoken and written language.

'TYPICAL' SPEECH

'TYPICAL' WRITING

1.

Inexplicitness

Explicitness

2.

Lack of clear sentence boundaries

Clear sentence boundaries

3.

Simple structure

More complex structure

4.

Repetitiveness

Non- repetitiveness

5. Normal non-fluency

Fluency

6.

Monitoring features

No monitoring features

7.

Interaction features

No interaction features

8.

Features reflecting informality

Features reflecting formality
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Speech and writing have equally important roles in language and society. However,
spoken language should be studied seriously because one of the spoken languages is
conversation that plays a vital role in human life.

According to Berger and Luckmann 1966: 172

"Conversation is the most important means by which people maintain their real
sense of reality. This is not done by explicitly discussing the nature of the world,
but rather 'it takes place against the background of a world that is silently taken
for granted."
Berger and Luckmann 1966:172 cited in Lier (1995: 89)

It seems to the researcher that conversation can fulfill the use of language in sense of
reality. It is undoubted that there are various forms of incomplete sentence during the
conversation. Not only unclear grammar, omission verb but also reduced speeches are
characteristic of spoken language which is often used and met in everyday life. In
short, incomplete sentences are a main part of spoken language which is used in
conversation. However, using completed utterance can help people to get the meaning
correctly.

2.8 Conclusion

The correct use of the tenses particularly the past tense is a major problem for Thai
EFL learners due to differences between Thai and English and the differences in
spoken and written language. Apart from first language interference, tense and aspect,
the over use of the present tense is also due to the concept of distance and remoteness
are important factors which affect the Thai learners' use the past tense. Therefore, in
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order to improve Thai learners' use of the past tense in spoken English, the learners
should have opportunities to use the past tense both inside and outside the classroom
and it should be concerned more seriously.

18

Chapter Three
Research Methodology

This Chapter includes the restatement of the research question, description of the
research context, description of the research population, method of data collection and
method of data analysis.

3.1 Restatement of the research questions

1. What makes Thai EFL learners commit errors when they use the past tense in
spoken English? Why?

3.2 Description of the research context
Assumption School of Business was originally found in 1969 and in 1972 it became
Assumption Business Administration College (ABAC). In 1975 the ministry of
University Affairs accredited ABAC and in 1990 its status was upgraded as a fullfledged university, and renamed as Assumption University (AU). Assumption
University is the first International University in Thailand and non-profit institute.
English is the officially approved medium of instruction at Assumption
University.

At Assumption University, an immersion English course used to be offered for
students at the entry level. The course was conducted for about 300 hours and most of
the teachers were foreigners. "Frankenstein" (graded reader) was used as the teaching
material. The students were assessed for their fluency in speaking and writing.

The study was conducted at Assumption University (AU). The subjects were chosen
based on the speaking test conducted as part of a beginners, level English course at
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the University. The subjects were chosen based on data available at the University.
The speaking test has 2 sections. The first section encourages students to talk about
themselves whereas the second section focuses on Frankenstein.

3.3 Description of the research population
Data for the research was collected from 22 Thai students who were at the entry level
and the differences in background such as school, language knowledge and
competence, family and etc. The researcher selected entry level students for the study
and the selection of subjects was based on the data available at the University. The
questions in the speaking test require the subjects' use of the past tense.

3.4 Method of data collection
Research instruments

Tape recordings of 22 students from the speaking test conducted as part of a
beginners' level English course at the University is analyzed in this study. The
subjects were chosen based on the data available at the University. They were tested
individually and tape recorded by an English teacher at Assumption University. The
objective of the test is to assess the subjects' speaking skills after an English course.
The researcher investigated Thai EFL learners' use of the past tense and learners'
problem in using the past tense in English. Rational for using the speaking test.

3.5 Method of data analysis
As mentioned earlier, the speaking test included 2 sections. In the first section the
students talked about their old school and past activities and in the second section,
they talked about Mary Shelley's Frankenstein which they have read during the
course.
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The researcher transcribed the tests after converting the audio tape to DVD for better
quality (see Appendix A). The researcher looked at the transcriptions and counted the
instances of the incorrect use of the past tense and other features (see below) before
converting the numbers to percentages

The researcher found out the learner's problems when they use the past tense by
coding the errors with a number in their transcript. The researcher looked at tense
forms in the target language in order to help researcher easier to identify the learners'
errors when they use the past tense. The researcher classified the types of errors into
various grammatical categories. The codes in the transcript were given below:

No. I (the simple present instead of the past tense)
No.2 (the present progressive instead of the past tense)
No.3 (the present perfect instead of the past tense)
No.4 (the auxiliary verb in the simple present instead of the past tense)
No.5 (the incorrect use of the negative form in the past tense)
No.6 (the incorrect use of the past passive form in the past tense and at the
inappropriate place)
No.7 (the incorrect use of the subject+ verb agreement form in the past tense)

Other features
No.8: UT (unclassified tense), OV (omission verb), RS (reduced speech), and UG
(unclear grammar)
No.9: Optional (Both present and past tense can be used in the interview)
The researcher has counted the number of incorrect instances under each grammatical
category in the interviews and reported the percentages followed by a summary of the
dominant errors which the subjects make in the use of their past tense in the
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interviews. The final discussion would explore the relationship between the length of
the interviews and the errors in the speech. This was done after classifying the
subjects' interviews in terms of the duration of the interviews within a time interval of
30 seconds.
This Chapter has given an overview of the subjects, the context of the study, method
of data collection and analysis. The following Chapter will report the major findings
of the study.
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Chapter Four
Analysis and discussion

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the findings of the data collected from audio taped
interviews. The findings will be used to answer the research questions as follow:
1. What makes Thai EFL learners commit errors when they use the past tense in
spoken English? Why?

The findings in this chapter show errors when Thai EFL learners use the past
tense in spoken English. The researcher has counted the number of incorrect of
instances of the past tense from each interview before converting the scores into
percentages.
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4.2 Subjects' individual errors
Sl
Time: 9:21-10:05
'.T:jTell me what happened in the book "Frankenstein"?
4
(1:. -;~s) the story family he love._(J_:_l_ov-e-d)_E_lis~a-b-eth-.H-e~ca_p_tur~e-(J-:
captured) monster and he kill (I: killed) monster and disappear (I:

·s1·lli

disappeared).

Table 4.1: The error types of using the past tense

I

No.

I

1

Duration of the interview

44

Total number of verbs which require the past tense

5

Past tense
~<<<•OOO•OoOOUOUHUOH-•UO<••••••••U•-••<0000•ooUU~•·"''o•U

···-·

jCorrect

J

.

~~~;;~~c-1-····-----·-·----r-·--------- -"··--··-·--···---··"·~--

!Tense

jl. Simple

present

0

. ··-·1.s-----..--..

-~-

.....................

515 (100%)

Table 4.1 is based on an interview for 44 seconds. The transcript shows the use
of the present tense instead of the past tense for all the verbs.

Although the subject is talking about past events, he tends to use the present
tense throughout the interview. All the present tense is used in the interview 5 out of 5
instead of the past tense is simple present tense.

As shown in the Table 4.1, all the verbs (five out of five) are used in the
simple present tense instead of the simple past tense.

S2
Time: 17 :46-18 :43

~!]!:~(~~:~~~!.~~P.~~~d
i~:~:..~?~~~:~:.~~:.~!!:i~;~?. . _-.·~==·~~~:~=:~~-~·~==·····-·---·-·--·-···········-··
S: Frankenstein lli (I: was) about the scientist who are (I: was). He was a very good scientist
and later he want (I: wanted) to kill the monster by yours getting different part of the human
and Pill (8: unclassified tense) it in together by electric and When electric came into the
body, Monster become (I: became) alive. At the end the monster was turn (6: turned) it
against victor because victor didn't give him enough love and earring and the monster ask (I:
asked) why you~ (I: created) me for without body equip because you didn't love me. At
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the end victor become (1: became) very sad. Because he has create (3: created) monster and
destroy (1: destroyed) his life and his family.

Table 4.2: The error types of using the past tense

I

No.

I

2

Duration of the interview

57

Total number of verbs which require the past tense

1

;Past tense
l~orrect
-·-------·-11ncorrect

j
j

4

j10

---------r~-~~:-- -r::~=jIForm
Other features

j6. Passive form

j1114 (7%)

····-18.un~i;;;ified-tens~--·-·-·---·······-·····-·-·····-----·---·-··········-·····ii-··-----·······-··~·············-·

Table 4.2 is based on an interview for 57 seconds. The transcript shows the use
of the present tense instead of the past tense, and the use of past tense and unclassified
tense. Meanwhile the transcript also shows the correct use of the past tense in the
interview.

Although the subject is talking about past events, he uses the present tense 9
out of 14 instead of the past tense. The researcher found that 9 out of 14 is 8 simple
present tenses and one present perfect tense whose is used incorrectly form and at an
inappropriate place, whereas one past passive (Was+V.1) which is again incorrect in
form and place.

However, only 4 out of 14 verbs show the use of simple past of the appropriate
place in the interview which is 40% more than subject 1. This subject has spoken
language and tense to use the past tense with better effectiveness than S.1
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S3
Time: 36:11-37:08
.'E:JTell me the story of Frankenstein and all those.
.
_
S: Frankenstein it~ (1,9: was) a the story about love. It~ (1,9: was) a begin victor was
born in Geneva Switzerland. He want (1,9: wanted) to know about secret oflove also
he build (1,9: built) the gitcher. But Gitcher ~ (1,9: was) a horrible and became evil.
!Because He didn't gave (5: didn't give) any love to his gitcher. also Gitcher want (1,9:
!wanted) to revenge his family. Finally victor want (1,9: wanted) to destroy the monster
by unsuccessful. The Monster was disawear (6: disappeared) and victor die (1,9:
died) because his face was broken on the ice.

l

Table 4.3: The error types of using the past tense
No.

3

Duration of the interview
Total number of verbs which require the past tense

57
13

Past tense

. . . . . . . . . . .__· ·-

· · · -·.

jCorrect

I

.

-······-·1fu~~;.-~·ct··-·-----·-·--r----·

3
······--------·--~---~·-·yo···-·----···--·-··

Tense

1. Simple present

8/13 (62%)

Form

5. Negative form

1/13 (8%)

6. Passive form
19. Present I Past tenses

.................. _........................ ···················-·..·-···-·I···-········--··-··········-·-·-··--·..-·-··-·"····-·····..·-~····-··-··-··---·····-·"····-·····-·······--·-··-·····-

Optional

Table 4.3 is based on an interview for 57 seconds. The transcript shows the use
of the present tense instead of the past tense and the use of past tense. Meanwhile the
transcript also shows the correct use of the past tense to. narrate past event even when
the teacher had asked in the present tense and optional.

The researcher found that the 10 out of 13 is incorrect in terms of tense and
form. The subject uses the present tense for 8 out of 13 instead of the past tense.
Simple present tense verbs are used in the interview. Whereas the past passive
(Was+V. l) such as "the monster was disappear" and negative form (Didn't+V.2) such
as "He didn't gave" are used incorrectly.
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However, it seems to the researcher that the subject knows how to use the
negative form because the subject uses "he didn't gave any love to his gitcher". But
the subject makes a mistake to combine it in negative form which is supposed to be
"he didn't give any love to his gitcher".

The question "Tell me the story Frankenstein and all those." used in this
interview is the present tense. The use of present tense is not incorrect because
teacher's question doesn't indicate past tense or give any keywords to lead the subject
to use the past tense, so the subject can use both present and past tense to narrate the
story.

Three out of 13 verbs are used correctly in the interview which includes the
use of the past passive (Victor was born in Geneva Switzerland or his face was broken
on the ice) and the irregular (Gitcher became evil).

S4

Time: 5:02-6:00

T: Tell me about your old school
:S: My old school !§. (I: was) Bangkok Christian College I pass (I: passed) now in my
school. I learn (I: learned) Mutthayom 5 I pass (I: passed).
'T: What did you do last weekend?

r···-r--···--····----·-········--·-·----·--·---·-·--------·. . ....
. -·-·------··-·--·"
S: Work (I: worked) with my father
.......
.... ···--·
.
·---·
.

.--]-~"·"·"-----·~-·--··--···-·"~·---·

T: Doing what?

S:

gQ

__

--~-·

-·~·-·--·~--------"

(1,9: went) to Lopburi everyday to show my father have a resort .

,!=jSorry_has a___·~···---S: Resort
···---r·--·-········--·········-··-···-··-..··--·----·-·-·········-·····--·······--·-·----······-···..····•·..--·-..----·--·-----..--... ---·-··..------..----···-·--··-..·T: resort
S: Hotel

I

T: resort sorry
S: I gQ (1,9: went) to Lopburi everyday to show er who want to buy resort.
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Table 4.4: The error types of using the past tense
No.

4

Duration of the interview
Total number of verbs which require the past tense
Correct
Past tense

'5

7
0
7

Incorrect
Tense

1. Simple present

9. Present I Past tenses

Optional

7/7 (100%)

2

Table 4.4 is based on an interview -for 58 seconds. The transcript shows the use
of the present tense instead of the past tense for all the verbs meanwhile the transcript
also shows the optional.

Although the subject is talking about past events, he tends to use the present
tense throughout the interview. The subject uses the present tense for 7 out of 7 verbs
instead of the past tense in the interview. All the present tense used in the interview is
simple present tense. However, 2 out of 7 can be both present and past tense because
the teacher's question used in the interview is present tense such as "Doing what".

SS
Time: 14:15-15:15

T: Tell me what happened in the book "Frankenstein"?
$: Frankenstein was born in Geneva in Switzerland. Frankenstein build (1: built)

monster. Frankenstein ~ (1: was) a only son. Family Frankenstein adopt (1:
adopted) Elisabeth. Frankenstein love (1: loved) Elisabeth and monster 1:filM (1:
thought). Monster kill (1: killed) family Frankenstein. Frankenstein revenge (1:
revenged) monster after Frankenstein is die (1: died).

Table 4.5: The error types of using the past tense
No.

J

5

~~----··-·----------"'"'-"'~'"'""

Duration of the interview
Total number of verbs which require the past tense
Past tense
Correct

~-----·

60

19
1

Incorrect

8
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..

:···

jTense

·· j8t9 (89%)

Table 4.5 is based on an interview for 60 seconds. The transcript shows the use
of the present tense instead of the past tense and the one correct of past passive.

Although the subject starts to narrate the story with past tense, the present
tense is used until the end of the story. The researcher found that the subject uses the
present tense 8 out of 9 instead of the past tense. All the present tense used in the
interview is simple present tense.

However, there is one past passive which is used correctly in the interview
such as "Frankenstein was born in Geneva in Switzerland".

S6
Time: 1:46-2:51

-

T: Tell me about your old school
T: Your last school
$:· My last school ~ (1: was) Howang
~··-"

"'----OH0¥0U_,.,.. __ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~~· ·~"'--·-·-·----·_

..... _ .- · .. _, _ _ _ , .. _..._._;. _ _" · - · - • •~ .........-............ _ .. _ _ ......... _~··--- ...........

T: Tell me about it
T: Tell me about it
:S: It~ (1: was) school and many students (8: reduced speech). Student about 3.000 in my school (8:
omission verb). My school ~ (1: was)near Central Plaza
~·

----·-----·-·--·______. . .

.

T: What did you do last weekend?
:S: I~ (8: omission verb) basketball and gQ (1: went) to swimming and shopping.
~---ri--·-~.

~-·~-· ~----------------~-- -·-~-

. .-.. . . . . . . . . . . . .__._. . . . .

Table 4.6: The error types of using the past tense
_,...._,

.

No.
Duration of the interview
r

.Past
. . . . . tense

-·

-.....

-·-·-·-

-~~-

Correct

..

T~·---~-·--·~-----·----"-- ~~---·-----

Incorrect
.

.._..........

.....,.........................._

6
65

Total number of verbs which require the past tense
-·----------------1<'~

........~..-.........,.,

4
..........

--

__..__..__ ..........._...................._........
,,

0
4

·-~

Tense
Other features

1. Simple present

8. Omission verb

4/4 (100%)
4

1

Reduced speech
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Table 4.6 is based on an interview for 65 seconds. The transcript shows the use
of the present tense instead of the past tense for all verbs, the omission verb (Student
about 3,000 in my school) and reduced speech (many students).

Although the subject is talking about past events, he tends to use the present
tense throughout the interview. The researcher found that the subject uses the simple
present tense instead of the past tense for all the four verbs in the interview.

Moreover, the researcher found that the subject uses reduced speech (many
students) which makes it difficult to investigate the subject's use of the past tense and
the subject produces sentences without verb such as "Student about 3,000 in my
school" which are difficult to investigate. The use of reduced speech and omission of
verbs are characteristic of spoken language which is used in real life conversation.

S7
Time: 14:58-16:10
T: Tell me about your old school
S: I have (I: had) myfriend 3 person.
T: No, your old school
S: Akamai school (8: reduced speech)

~··,.~·

T: The last school you went to
S: I graduate (I: graduated) M. 6 come (I: came) from Akamai School
'T: !Where is that?
S: lAkamai Road (8: ";~duced spee~h) and I study (I: studied) '.fhai section. Actually, Akamai School have (I:
had) 2. section. Thai section and English section but I study (I: studied) Thai section
""·-~·~···-····-··-·--·---·-·--. -·~.
. ----···-···-·-·--·~·--·~·-~~-~-·-··--···~"-·-·--·········~-··-···--··············-··--···-··--·········"··················· .
T: Why did you not study English section?
T: IToo difficult?
S: yes difficult (8:reduced speech)
T: What did you do last weekend?

:S: l_gQ (I: went) to shopping with my mother and my cousin. In the evening, we are go (I: went) to eat dinner
at restaurant. After gQ (I: went) home
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Table 4.7: The error types of using the past tense

-~~·-•·~•·•••w

I

J

No.
<••••-••••••••-••">•

... u .. ••-•••••UU.,Uou••U••"''-"'-""""""''".....;..,_ _ ,,_,.,._.,,_"_'~- ..~••••••uO .. U•• ... l---ou _ _
. -"--u·----~.__,...

Duration of the interview
Total number of verbs which require the past tense
·Past tense
!Correct

· . ----------···-···

Tense

.......

Other features

--uoouo....i.__..,,~,--··-••'-''"'""''"

72
9
0

--·-·-------·---------··r~-;o~-ec't···-·---------·--- --·------~---·-·--

~---~--~·~·----~-r~~~~~

__. . ., . . . __.__, . . .___,_ 7

. ·······-····-·-···------·. ·-· . ·-----..·--·-. . . . . . .l9····"··"·-.. . . .----·-··-·-..----·-.. . ..

1. Simple present

8. Reduced speech

9/9 (100%)

........

---~~~-----~----;

3

~-~~~~

Table 4. 7 is based on an interview for 72 seconds. The transcript shows the use
of the present tense instead of the past tense for all verbs and reduced speech is
presented in the interview.

Although the subject is talking about past events, she tends to use the present
tense for all the nine verbs in this interview. The subject's use of the reduced speech
given below makes it hard to investigate the subject's ability to use the past tense in
the interview.

However, it is possible that the subject unconsciously uses reduced speech to
avoid the use of verb such as

T: tell me about your old school
S: Akamai school

Also, the subject answers the question by using reduced speech the same as the
way the teacher ask the question by reduced speech such as

T: Why did you not study English section?

S: Yes, difficult.
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T: Too difficult?

SS
Time: 10:35-12:00

. . . ·-··-r·--·-···--·-····-···-··--···-.. .-...........-.. . . . .--.. . . . .

-~····-·--

T:
S:
T:
S:

....

""b'"''""'-'".....,_,....,_...,,... _....-....;.. _. ............,_ ........,.........,......- ......_,,,.....................,..................:,_...,,,.,.,,........................,........................................................

Tell me about your old school
Lazan (8: reduced speech)
your old school I Last school
Lazan (8: reduced speech)
'
T: tell me about it
___,.,._.,.,_..._.......
...--..··-·--..
:S: .Lazan Chottilavee Nakornsawan School (8: reduced speech)
T: tell me about it
S: tell me
.T: !Tell m~-about it y~ur old school
...-..~..
. --·--·---·----..·-1S: No understand
T: Tell me about your family, tell me about your old school
S: Nakornsawan (8: reduced speech) no
r-···~·-

---···~····---

·-~~-~----

-·--1···-..-·-·-·---··--·-·--···--··--·-·--··-·-----·--·-···---------··-·········------ .

~---------·"'-·---

_,,___. . . . . _. .___

.....

______ _

.... .........................

-·------·--~··~-···---···--·---·--·

:T: What did you do last weekend?
S: At home (8: reduced speech), television (8: reduced speech), video (8: reduced speech),~ (1:
,,1ayed) basketball, ~ (1: played) snooker, running (8: reduced speech)

Table 4.8: The error types of using the past tense

18 ·-------

I
Duration of the interview
Total number of verbs which require the past tense
Past tense

.....................................

jcorrect

85
2

J

···················-·····-··-······r1~;~~~1-··························r·---------·····

. ----·--··-

0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . -.. . . . . ."f2"·-·--· ··-·-----····-·-····----·

'oili~a~-~~~~-----····--- -i~~-~~~;<l-~~iil~~-~~~:_.~~s_e~~-------------fs~:i~.?.?..~~---·-··--····Table 4.8 is based on an interview for 85 seconds. The transcript shows the use
of the present tense instead of the past tense for all the verbs including the reduced
speech which is used in the interview.

The transcript shows that the subject uses the simple present tense instead of
the past tense for the two verbs in the interview. The subject tends to use reduced
speech which makes it hard to investigate the use of the past tense in the interview.
The instances of reduced speech in the interviews are as follows:
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T: Tell me about your old school

S: Lazan Chottilavee Nakomsawan School.

Or
T: What did you do last weekend?
S: At home, television, video

89
Time: 41:14-42:43
T: Tell me about your old school
S: My school ~ (1: was) tiamaudomsuksanomkao School ~ (1: was) on sukhapiban 3 Road ~(1: was)
very small but
T:IIs it?
. . . . . ,.
. ---·-·-------....w..... . . .,_. ___,____,_. .,. . . . . . .
..··---·-·-..---·-.......... _.__
T: how many students
S: I don't (4,9: did) know but very much (8: reduced speech)
_,_,.,,.......,_j,,.,,.,.,.,_,.,,¥¥•-¥••

o••m¥••-uw•M•.,,.,.,,,.,~_..,,.,,., • .,,.,,,,.,"""''"''-~'""'''" _ _ ......._._.

f···-~·-··---·

~

.,.,-~-~-

.,1 • ., ....

T: Very
S: very student, a lot of stugent (8: reduced speech)
-··--·
'--.1': ]But you said it w;s.'small. ....- -. -----·'""·-------..-$: a :12lace very small (8: omission verb) but a lot of student (8: reduced speech)
;T: Good school?
:s: Yes (8:reduced speech)
'T: What did you do last weekend?
S: I went to the Mall Bangkapi department store I bought some jean, watch (1: watched) movie
.......
.. .
.........._.........
T: What's movie?
. S: Dragons
T: very nice
·-·
!T:jGood?
. .
.
...
.
. ....
.
.
.
..-·
T: What did you do on Sunday?
S: Next Sunday?
T: Last Sunday.
S: I stay (1: stayed) home, watch (1: watched) TV, listen (1: listened) radio
~.;..;..,,_.,_.

____

--·~·~-----·-

······-,---·-···---··-·--·--·-----·-·--·-~·--~·

··-~--------...

.

~~-·· --·--·-----·--~-· -~·---~------~--·····----~-··---

. .

-----·-··~----

"-·-----·~····~--·----------·-·---

.

.. _____,. . . . . .---·----·-----···--·-

-li-~~·--~-~~-~····
·~· ~-·-·----- --~·

Table 4.9: The error types of using the past tense

,~:;tr~~·~ili~-;~;-~-t-;··-····-----L·---~·-·······----·---·----~---·-·--·--------·--~·-···---·---·--'-············-·········
Total number of verbs which require the past tense

10

Past tense

2

jCorrect

J
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Incorrect
~--··-•-'••n-----·-·~---

8

-----r------·. ·- - - Tense

'

1. Simple present

7/10 (70%)
1/10 (10%)

4. Auxiliary verb in simple present

Other features

8. Reduced speech

Optional

Omission verb
9. Present I Past tense

--·------~--~----~~

... ..........................
~

-~

......... ¥._.__,.,,_. ........

4
1
1

Table 4.9 is based on an interview for 89 seconds. The transcript shows the use
of the present tense instead of the past tense and the correct use of the past tense. Also,
the reduced speech, omission verb and optional are shown in the transcript.

Although the subject is talking about past events, she tends to use the present
tense throughout the interview. The subject uses the present tense for 8 out of 10 verbs
instead of the past tense in the interview. The simple present tense is dominant in the
interview apart from one auxiliary verb in the simple present tense. Example: "I don't
know".

Moreover, the researcher found that the subject uses reduced speech which is
difficult for the researcher to investigate the use of the past tense and the subject
produces sentences without verbs such as "a place very small" makes it hard for the
researcher to identify the use of tense.

However, the researcher notices that the subject can use the past tense when
the teacher asks the question 'what did you do last weekend?"

Also, the question, "how many students" can be answered either by using the
present or the past tense because it can be interpreted in two ways "how many
students were there" or "how many students are there".
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s 10
Time: 12:15-13:45
T: ·Tell me what happened in the book "Frankenstein"?

s·;· Th~kitcher um -~o no no. F~ankenstein creat~-(--1-:c-r-em-e-d)-th·~ kitcher and ~ter the
kitcher don't have (4: didn't have) love and it learn (1: learned) about dead and it kill
(1: killed) everybody because he want (1: wanted) love and I can't forget Aeui! I can't
remember but may be I not sure Frankenstein die (1: died) and the kitcher was kill (6:
killed) by himself.

Table 4.10: The error types of using the past tense
_.....,_,

I

No.

10
90
7
0

Duration of the interview
Total number of verbs which require the past tense
Past tense
.......................__._...........

~······-

. . . T. _. _ _ _ -·-- ---[Correct

Incorrect

17

Tense

1. Simple present

517 (71%)

Form

4. Auxiliary verb in simple present
6. Passive form

117 (14%)
1/7 (14%)

~

Table 4.10 is based on an interview for 90 seconds. The transcript shows the
use of the present tense instead of the past tense and the use of past tense.

Although the subject is talking about past events, he tends to use the present
tense throughout the interview. The subject uses the present tense even for the past
passive. Example, the researcher found that all the seven verbs are used incorrectly in
the interview and the subject uses the simple present tense for 5 out of 7 verbs and one
auxiliary verb (later the kitcher don't have love) in the simple present tense instead of
the past tense. Although there is one instance of the past passive (Was + V .1) in the
interview, it is used at the inappropriate place and incorrect.
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s 11
Time: 19:41-21:30

.

'T~]T~ii-;~;b~~t y~;; ~1~f;ch~~c--_,

__. ,.,_. . . ., . . . .,. . .

--~-,-

. ,.. . . . . ___. ,___. ___. ________,.,_. . ______.

·s;fMy. ~i<l-~~h~~i~-(.i;-,;~~T~~~R~;~f-l>h~i~~y;;fu~-R:~~~Cl!-~'(i;;;;~j~~cy-big~~h~~i·;~<l it~. (i;1wasJvery hot school
T: Hot?
S: yes hot (8: reduced speech)

T: No air?
S: No. fan and no not many tree (8: reduced speech). Almost the student studing (8: omission verb)
Saravitthaya high School ~ (1: was) skin dark, dark skin
'i'~JWh:Y?"'"""""""""'""'""""'"""""""""'"""'"

___ . .,. .,. . ,__, _. . ___. ,_, ._. __. __, . __,_,. .,_. ._, __,_,____,. . . .--.. . , .. . . . ._,_. . . . . . . . . . . -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

;S: In the morning sunlight to be (8: omission verb) hot and ok

T: Your skin's not dark why not?
S: My skin is dark and everybody
:T: What did you do last weekend?
s-;u~h.opping (8: omission verb) andhelp ,(1: h~lped) moth'~·~er'~fi~o·r~w~o-r~k.~·=-~~·~
. ·,~· . _, _________,_,__

Table 4.11: The error types of using the past tense

,.,..,. .,. ,_. __. ,.,_.., . . . . . . . . _. __.,.-·. . _.r_ _._. . . .----·----T---No.

Duration of the interview
Total number of verbs which require the past tense
..
Correct
Past tense

r·~·· ---M----·-~--

109
•wl...

I

jTense
Other features

_....,w•-

5
............ ~.U.. uow•---···--uruu¥-w•••M•¥"'"w-

0

5

Incorrect
...--~---·

. . ---·-

,--111~-- ·-··~--,·

1. Simple present

8. Omission verb

515 (100%)
3

Reduced Speech

2

Table 4.11 is based on an interview for 109 seconds. The transcript shows the
use of the present tense instead of the past tense for all verbs, the omission verb, and
reduced speech is used in the interview.

Although the subject is talking about past events, she tends to use the present
tense throughout the interview. The subject uses the simple present tense in five
instances instead of the past tense in the interview.
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As mentioned above, the subject produces sentences without verbs which
make it hard to investigate the use of past tense such as "I shopping".
Besides omission verbs, the subject uses reduced speech which is characteristic of
spoken language and matches with the teacher's question such as

T: Hot?

S: Yes hot.

s 12
Time: 24: 08-25:58
,,,._ __ .,.,,_......;,,,,,,,__.u,,_,,..,._.. __ ,_,.,,_,,,,,, ___ .,.,.,.,_,.,._,.. ~,..,,_..,_~,_,-,...,........,.,..,...,,.,....,.,,,,_,.,~"~""'"'.,.._.._;,_,....:...-,-.,,- .. ,....,_,., .. ,,., .. ..,,,_,~.,.,.,_,.,,.,,...,.:i..,._,,.....,,,..,_,.-...,, ..,_..... m,..._..,......,,_.,_.,,.,,.,,. ..

T: Tell me what's story "Frankenstein" what's about?

S: Frankenstein born (8: omission verb) in Geneva. Frankenstein~ (1,9: was) a only one
son in the family. His mother want (1, 9: wanted) have a dog. She a dog (8: omission
verb) his name~ (1, 9: was) Elisabeth. When Victor grow up (1,9: grew up), he study
(1,9: studied) in university. He verv clever (8: omission verb). One day he know (1,9:
knew) about secret oflife. He know (1,9: knew) electricity. He make (1,9: made) er he
build (1,9: built) the monster but er when the monster have (1,9: had) alive. She didn't
have another love. Monster want (1,9: wanted) kill everybody in family because victor
Frankenstein want (1,9: wanted) to kill the monster. I think he kill himself.

Table 4.12: The error types of using the past tense

Duration of the interview
numb~r of v~rbs ;hich require ·the past tense

Total

.

:?;~i-t"e~-;;--··--· ·-----·--·---··-F~~-t-

. -·. . . ._. ______

110

.

T~------·- -·------··-··--·~---·----- c··~--

Incorrect
Tense
Other features
Optional

j13

. -.. . . -. . . . . . . -.-.. . _. . . .

12
1. Simple present

8. Omission verb
9. Present I Past tenses

12/13 (92%)

3
12

Table 4.12 is based on an interview for 110 seconds. The transcript shows the
use of the present tense instead of the past tense meanwhile the correct use of the past
tense. Also, the omission verb and optional is shown in the transcript.
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Although the subject is talking about past events, he tends to use the present
tense throughout the interview. The researcher found that the subject uses the simple
present tense for 12 out of 13 verbs instead of the past tense in the interview.

Moreover, the subject produces sentences without verbs "Frankenstein born",
"She a dog" and "He very clever", so the researcher could not identify the tense or the
verb in such utterances.

However, all the 12 verbs are used in the simple present tense instead of the
past tense in the interview. The teacher's question "Tell me what's story
"Frankenstein" what's about?" does not have keywords to lead the subject to use the
past tense. It is possible for the subject to use present tense to talk about the story, so
the use of the present tense in such instances in the interview cannot be considered as
errors.

Also, the subject uses the past tense in the negative form correctly, but there is
only one such instance in the interview. Therefore, it is hard to make any claims about
the subject's ability to use the negative form in English.

s 13
Time: 30:27-32:18
T: tell me what's the story "Frankenstein" what's about?
~s; Fr;~;~;i~b;-i§ (i,9: ~;s) ocly;~n. Moth~r ~ (1,9: ;as) er gaV"e Elisa~th-----···
daughter for family Frankenstein and Frankenstein~ (1,9: was) a er fmd (1,9:
'ifound) electric power. He want (1,9: wanted) to build monster but he build up
(1,9: built up) but he not gave (5: didn't give) love him. Monster~ (1,9: was) sad.
Monster think (1,9: thought) it will (4: would) destroy Franken Stein. After
Frankenstein dead (8: omission verb) monster~ (1,9: was) a er monster think
(1,9: thought) every mistake for itself (8: unclear grammar). The story teach
monster is want to lovely every much
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Table 4.13: The error types of using the past tense
No.

13

Duration of the interview
Total number of verbs which require the past tense

I111
13

Past tense

1

JCorrect

················---···--·-·········-··µ~~~~ci"--

Tense

Form

-----·------·~---·---·--·---~·--····-·---12-···--··-·-···-·····················1. Simple present

4. Auxiliary verb in simple present
·5. Negative form

:·················--···--·······-·····-··-···-···'···1-····--·-----··'···----·····-···-········-·-~·--···-----·-· ··---····--~····--

Other features

· 8. Omission verb

··--····-----·-·-·1
Optional
9.

Unclear grammar
Present I Past tense

10/13 (77%)
1113 (8%)

1113 (8%)
--~-~·-·-·-······-·-······-············-

1

1
11

·--

Table 4.13 is based on an interview for 111 seconds. The transcript shows the
use of the present tense instead of the past tense and the use of past tense. Meanwhile
the correct use of the past tense (mother gave Elisabeth daughter for family
Frankenstein) is shown in the transcript including the omission verb, unclear grammar
and optional.

Although the subject is talking about past events, he tends to use the present
tense for 11 out of 13 verbs in the interview. The subject uses 10 simple present tenses
and one auxiliary verb in the simple present. Whereas the past tense used once in the
interview is incorrect

Moreover, the subject produces sentences without verbs such as "After
Frankenstein dead" which makes it hard to identify the tense or the verb. The subject
also produces sentences with unclear grammar such as "every mistake for itself'
which is not easy for the researcher to investigate the use of the past tense. Finally, the
subject's use of the negative form in the interview is characteristic of spoken
language.
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s 14
Time: 3:56-5:47

T: Tell me what happened in the book "Frankenstein"?
"""::l""----·-··---·""'-··-----..· - - ·_,,,,_____,.
S: 1in family victor Frankenstein, he.!§. (1: was) only one son and he was born in
Switzerland. His family don't have (4: didn't have) women girl daughter and victor
family to adopt (1: adopted) Elisabeth to help his family and when victor family gQ
yp (1: grew up), he gQ (1: went) to learn in university and he have (1: had) idea to
build monster. He live (1: lived) in lab for a long time. One day he success to build
monster (8: omission verb) and he promise (1: promised) his himself. This.!§. (1:
was) a secret of life he don't tell (4: didn 't tell) anyone and monster have (1: had)
feel why victor Frankenstein don't love (4: didn't love) him and monster sad (8:
omission verb). He want (1: wanted) to revenge victor Frankenstein family.

Table 4.14: The error type of using the past tense
No.
c--._,,.,,..--•• ..

~O•»••H

····--··-··-···--··_j _____ . ,.~. . ____, . J,___. , _. . . . . . ._
. __~. ---·--·-··"-"'"""'-·-------

Duration of the interview
Total number of verbs which require the past tense

·--F--i

:_~~t te~....:..-. . -..

Incorrect

Tense

Other features

------·

1. Simple present

4. Auxiliary verb in simple present
8. Omission verb

14
..

~ -...:·--·~·-·---~--··-·-·-

1
j13

----. ·-·

10/14 (71%)
3/14 (21%)
:2

Table 4.14 is based on an interview for 111 seconds. The transcript shows the
use of the present tense instead of the past tense and the correct use of the past tense
including the omission verb.

The researcher found that the subject uses the present tense for 13 out of 14
verbs instead of the past tense in the interview. Out of the 13 verbs used in interview
10 verbs are in the simple present and three auxiliary verbs in the simple present.

Moreover, the researcher found that the subject produces sentences without
verbs, so it is not easy for the researcher to understand the verb or tense (example: "he
success to build monster") in order to investigate the use of the past tense.
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..........

111
14

However, the subject has used the past tense (past passive) correctly (he was
born in Switzerland) in the interview.

s 15
Time: 4:54-6:55

T: !Tell me what happened in the book "Frankenstein"?
······-·· ·-..-..·-··~-----·~"··-----"""'"-·. . _" __
. ····--·--·-..-·. . . ·~~·-·---··----·----..i...."-···-----~·-·""". --··---·-·-·--·-·. ·-·
S: in the book Frankenstein he live (1: lived) in Switzerland. He~ (1: was) a doctor.
He make (1: made) dead body~ (1: was) a monster. Monster very ugly fail (8:
unclear grammar). He don't like (4: didn't like) monster. Monster he gonna kill
(2: killed) and people don't like (4: didn't like) monster. And want (1: wanted) to
kill monster. Monster, he gQ (1: went) to the hut. He have (1: had) new home. He
for may I to children (8: unclear grammar). She like (1: liked)'.

Table 4.15: The error types of using the past tense
No.

15

Duration of the interview
Total number of verbs which requ~e the past tense

121
11
.~

Past tense

0

jcorrect
/incorrect
!Tense

I

11

1. Simple present

8/11 (73%)

2. Present Progressive

1111 (9%)

I
4. Auxiliary
. . . . . . . . ._,__. . . . . . _. . . . . . .-.. -.. . ,__fi". . . . . .___. __. . .___
,.,_.,_. . verb 'in' simple
'' ' present
....
1

~

Other features

_~--

~~-~.-

---·---··-·-~

8. Unclear grammar

~i~!__ Q_8%L....- ..
2

Table 4.15 is based on an interview for 121 seconds. The transcript shows the
use of the present tense instead of the past tense for all verbs. Also, the unclear
grammar is shown in the transcript.

Although the subject is talking about past events, he tends to use the present
tense throughout the interview. All verbs are used in the present tense instead of the
past tense. The subject uses 8 simple present tense, one present progressive "he gonna
kill" (gonna for going to which is used to indicate what one wants to do in the future.),
and two auxiliary verb in the simple present in the interview.
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Moreover, the subject produces sentences with unclear grammar ("he for may I
to children") which makes it difficult for the researcher to investigate the use of the
past tense.

s 16
Time: 24:21-26:23
T: Tell me about your old school
S: jI come (1: came)from
········r
....
. . . . . . . . .-.Navamintiamnom
. -.. . . ._________. _________. . .School
.-.. . - . ._______. ______ . . . . . . . . . . . . . _. _______________________. . __ . _____________. . . . . . . . .
·-··········----~---·-···--

-~

~

·-·-~-·-·-

.....................

T: Tell me about it

~:]It~ (1: was)a
T: Too big?

~~r ~ (1: '!!._~~ a not big

-----~-

--

'><w~w----•

T: How many students
--r······-···-··---·--··········--·-···-··-··----------·--·-·---··
S: five hundred (8: reduced speech)

-·----···-----"--·--·---··---~·-·--·---·----

T: Good school?
S: Yes (8: reduced speech), my teacher is (1: was) very.
T: What did you do last weekend?
S: !1 stay (1: stayed) at home but sometime I gQ (1: went) to shopping to the department store

,.,.,., .. ,.

· - - - · ·_.,,., . .,.,.,,_, __ .,,"'""'"'"'"_._...._,_,_.,,,.,,.,,_,__ .__..,.,._.,,,_,_,.,., __ .,,_,,,,.,.,,.,,.,,,.,,.,,.,, _ _ _ .,_,.,.,,_., _ _ _ ,,_, __ ,__ ,~-'--•""'''~__.w_•u•"u ""'"'-""'''''''.__,,., _ _ ,.,,.,,,,,.,,,,,.,,.,_,,.,,._,,,.,,,,,,,

................... .....................

T: Anything else go swimming?
S: Sometime, Sometime reading (8: omission verb) the cartoon book and magazine. I watch (1,9:
watched) television and Sometime I gQ (1,9: went) to swimming and 00 (1,9: played) badminton
T: \To play music?
S: I listen to (1,9: listened) the music

Table 4 .16: The error types of using the past tense
No.

I

16
122
10
0

Duration of the interview
Total number of verbs which require the past tense
Past tense
jCorrect
·····--·····---·--··-·----··-···--·--··--···1··
Incorrect

r

jTense

~-----------

Other features

Optional

19.

-

-·-·-··-·------~-·Tio---···-·----·-·-········-·-·-·····

1. Simple present

10/10 (100%)

Reduced Sp"""h

1:

Omission verb
Present/ Past tenses

4
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Table 4.16 is based on an interview for 122 seconds. The transcript shows the
use of the present tense instead of the past tense for all verbs, reduced speech,
omission verb and optional used in the interview.

Although the subject is talking about past events, she tends to use the present
tense throughout the interview. The researcher found that the subject uses the present
tense for 10 out of 10 verbs. The subject uses 10 simple present tenses instead of the
past tense in the interview. The subject's use of the reduced speech (Example: "five
hundred") makes it hard to investigate the use of the past tense. The short answer is
used by the subject in the interview, a characteristic of spoken language, which is
similar to the teacher's question "how many students".

However, there are four verbs that can be the present tense or the past tense
because the teacher's questions' refer to past events such as

T: What did you do last weekend?

S: I stay at home ..... .

T: anything else go swimming?

S: Sometime reading the cartoon book.

T: to play music?

S: I listen to music.
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s 17
Time: 36:48-38:50

-w-·
. -..-·-. ------..--------·-·--·-·T: Tell me about your old school

.-. . . -.. .-· · · ·- · ·-·- - .
-r~

.· -· .----·-·-.·- .-· ·-·-·- -·-·-.· ·- . . .-.. . . _-· -

·-~·

--·-----:··------·-···------------~~·-····~·-··

....·---·-·~---·-~----

Last school, I study (1: studied) Rangsit University. I pass (1: passed) education finish grade 12
before lyear and I entrance exam not (8: omission verb)
Fail?
Yes(8: reduced speech) and gQ (1: went) to learn in Rangsit university 1 year
T: Why did you change?
she pass (1: passed) in ABAC. My mother, she want (1: wanted) to be.
B: My sister,
. . . ._..- . . ...__
. ,.,. - .
. ___
---.. . . . . . .._._. . . _,. . . , . . . . _.,.,., . .,. . . . . _. . . . . . . . . . ...... __ ..
r···-"
T: What did you do last weekend?
S: Last weekend I going (8: omission verb) to buy something and maybe I stay (1: stayed) at home.
Sunday Every Sunday I start (1: started) English
:T: You study English where? At home ?
iS: •near home (8: reduced speech) , My teacher he come form England
.
."T: jWhat is his name?
..- ....-......_............._..,_............ _........--...--..............--.-...._,_,,..
____...._........_.__............_...._______...
..___.... ......._,_.. ,_..................
S: His name Alex
He is very kind
.S:
·
T:
S:

-··--·~··•·

·---------·-..._.-~-·-----.;.;,-.;....;,.,..,...w.....u-........;.i~·~··-··~-..,.,

____

-~·-·-------

,

,~~·~··

~

_.

~

_~-·~·-"-""""

____

,

,,.,

_

Table 4.17: The error types of using the past tense
No.
Duration of the interview

122
7

·.y~t;-1nmnber of verb~ which ~~quire the past tens~

'.p~-;1-1~~;--······"··-·"-'""''''""-"'''""-~~~t~-··----------- ~-~-·-·-"'"'""-····-·--····--··----"""""""~--·--

Incorrect

. ·-·-·-·-.. . . . . . . . . . . _,. . _. . . . . .

7

----~----------------+------------.........:-------!

Tense

Other features

1. Simple present

717 (100%)
2

8. Omission verb
Reduced Speech

2

Table 4.17 is based on an interview for 122 seconds. The transcript shows the
use of the present tense instead of the past tense for all verbs, the omission verb and
reduced speech. Although the subject is talking about past events, she tends to tise the
present tense throughout the interview. The researcher found that the subject uses the
simple present tense instead of the past tense for all the 7 verbs in the interview.

Moreover, the subject produces sentences without verbs such as "I entrance
exam not" which makes it hard for the researcher to identify the verb used by the
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subject in the interview. Meanwhile the subject uses reduced speech ("near home"), so
the researcher can't investigate the use of the past tense.

s 18
Time: 30:08-32: 11
T: Tel~-~.:_~~~~.l~~_:~':_~bo_ut ~~!_~~P.J?_ene_d in ~~~~~~:!"!..~~nstein"? -····-·-·-·
S: Victor Frankenstein was born in Geneva Switzerland. He love (1: loved) about
scientist. He study (1: studied) hard. Later he ID'. (1: tried) to fmd the answer about
secret of life. One day he fmd (1: found) answer about. He ID'. (1: tried) to create
twelve horrible monster. Later When he create (1: created) it already. He didn't get
any some love to it. He live (1: lived) laboratory and back (1: backed) to his in
Geneva. Monster !J:Y (1: tried) to fmd who~ (1: was) his mother or his father. He
need (1: needed) some love from someone. He met anyone but he didn't understand
why his face was ugly. He !J:Y (1: tried) to make a relationship with any. No anyone
like you ID'. (1: tried) to kill him. One day he just know (1: knew) only about who~
create (1: created) him. It'~ (1: was) name Victor Franken Stein. He follow (1:
ollowed) him to back to Geneva and revenge (1: revenged) him by anyway. Such as
he kill (1: killed) Ernest. Victor Frankenstein fighting (8: omission verb) with him
on the piece of ice later finally a monster ashame (8: omission verb) and jump up (1:
'umped up) on to sea and disappear (1: disappeared). No one, Anyone doesn't know
(4: didn't know) where~ (1: was) him.

Table 4.18: The error types of using the past tense
18

No.
Duration of the interview

123
.,_... _...................

number of verbs which require the past tense

~-e~rrect
Incorrect
~-

Tense

Other features

_....

~

......................................

28

5

l1. Simple present

22/28 (79%)

4. Auxiliary verb in simple present

1128 (4%)

8. Omission verb

23

2

Table 4.18 is based on an interview for 123 seconds. The transcript shows the
use of the present tense instead of the past tense and the omission verb is used in the
interview. Meanwhile the transcript also shows the correct use of the past tense

The subject uses the present tense instead of the past tense for 23 out of 28
verbs in the interview. The researcher found that there are 22 instances of the simple
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present tense and one auxiliary verb in the simple present in the interview. The
instances of the present tense should have been in the past tense.
Moreover, the subject produces sentences without verbs (example: a monster
ashame") which makes it difficult for the researcher to identify the verb used by the
subjects. Mention must be made that there are 5 instances (out of 28) where the
subject uses the past tense appropriately in the interview. These instances reflect the
subject's ability to use the past tense with regular verbs, irregular verbs and negative
forms.

s 19
Time: 41 :26-43 :30 .
'T:!Tell me what happened-in the book "Frankenstein"?

iS: The mother~ (1: was), the mother has (1: had) only son. The son name was the, son
name~ (1: was) Victor. The mother want (1: wanted) to make. The mother want (1:
wanted) to the doctor. The daughter from poor family (8: omission verb). The
daughter name ~ (1: was) Elisabeth. The victor love (1: loved) Elisabeth. Elisabeth
love (1: loved) victor too. The victor create (1: created) the monster. Monster~ (1:
was) a big man and he ~ (1: was) afraid. Everybody afraid the monster (8: omission
verb). The victor want (1: wanted) to kill monster last the victor he can't (4:
couldn't) kill monster, later the victor deads (8: omission verb) and the monster is is
1(1: was), the monster want (1: wanted) to kill himself.

Table 4.19: The error types of using the past tense

,- - ·-. . . . . . .-.. . . . _. . . . .r·---..-----r--·------No.

19

Duration of the interview

124

Total number of verbs which require the past tense
.Past tense
Correct

16
1

-,

15

Incorrect

Tense

nnn•

1. Simple present

4. Auxiliary verb in simple present
. . . . . . . . . ______. ···-·-··--·--··. ·r-····-·-----·-·
.
. .. .
·---·~···

Other features

8. Omission verb

46

14/16 (88%)

-

1/16 ~6%) __ ............

13

Table 4.19 is based on an interview for 124 seconds. The transcript shows the
use of the present tense instead of the past tense, the correct use of the past tense and
omission verb.

Although the teacher asks the student by using the past tense, the subject
answers in the present tense. The researcher found that the subject uses the present
tense for 15 out of 16 verbs instead of the past tense in the interview. Out of the 15
verbs present, 14 are in the simple present tense and one auxiliary verb in the simple
present tense.

Moreover, the subject" produces sentences without verbs which is difficult for
the researcher to investigate the use of the past tense such as "Everybody afraid the
monster", and "later the victor <leads".

However, there is one correct use of the irregular verb (the son name was
Victor) in the interview.

s 20
Time: 30:24-32:39
1qTeli. ~e about y~~-o-ld-s-ch_o_o_l~-~--·----~~~~~~--~-~-----.....
"f=l·;;~~~i;:t"~·t"h-;;~1---··

. . . . . . . . . --··---·-· ··········-····. --··. ·-·-···--·--.. . _.__. ._. ._. _. . ._.____

···~·-··-·-····

. -·.-.. . .-.. .-.-.. . . . . . . . . -..-.. . . . . ..

S: Senjo of Art Commercial school (8: reduced speech)
·T: Tell me about it
S: I graduate....(1: graduated)
from Senjo
of Art......Commercial
School in
major
marketing
r-";..-w...-'
..
,
..,...;,,.,.,..._¥
,
.
.
, . ........._...._ . . . . ..
T: What did you do last weekend?
S: I'm live (1: went) home, at home
T: What did you do? Did you sleep whole weekend? What did you do?
...._~-·
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---~·--·-·-

Table 4.20: The error types of using the past tense

No.

20

Duration of the interview
Total number of verbs which require the past tense
Past tense
t
. . . . . . . _. . . ._. . . . . . . _._. . _. . . . . . . ._. . . . . -·-·-.. . _. _. _. . _._ Incorrect . __ .............

5
0

~~.:.....~~,........~~~~~~~~~--~-;-~~~~~---t

_.r. . . . . -.. ------·-·-·---···-··-·-.. . ]s-·-·-----"-···--···-·. · -· --·· .. .
1. Simple present

Tense

js.

Other features

---~

515 (100%)

2

Reduced Speech

Table 4.20 is based on an interview for 135 seconds. The transcript shows the
use of the present tense instead of the past tense for all verbs and the reduced speech.

Although the subject is talking about past events, she tends to use the present
tense throughout the interview. The subject uses only the simple present tense for all
the 5 verbs 5 instead of the past tense in the interview.

Moreover, the subject uses reduced speech which makes it hard to investigate
the use of past tense such as "Shopping".

s 21
Time: 7:06-10:20

S: School?
T: the last school you went to

T: clean and clear
S: My teacher~ (I: was) very good for me and my friend and everybody
T: Your teacher is all Thai. your teacher all from Thailand
~-+~--~~------~-~~~~~~~~~-~~-~-~~------!
S: yes
. --..-..--·----..- - - · - - - - · · - - - - - ·- · - - - - ·
_ _ _. _ _
T: 1Tell me What did you do last weekend?
,s: Last weekend I'm go (I: went) to the Cinema in Second Square
T: What did you do there?
]Change (J;-c-h-an_g_e-d)_th_e-hus-b-an_d_in_A_ms_te-r-da-m------------------·~~·i;:;-·

;s:

~--·-----·-·

.

'i-flli~i-Y~-iik~ ~~~tthi~rci~g?--

. ----·----..

--~-
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. . . . _.__. ". --·----···. . . .-.... ---·--··---..··-·---·-·-----·--·-·--··-·--·--- ·

S: I like (1: liked) Numpuu. Numpuu is a thai cinema. He is a very no think (8: unclear grammar) can't
think ( 4: couldn't think) about future him He !§. (1: was)a , a medicin and he have (1: had) a
girlfriend. Girlfriend!§. (1: was) a
'S: yes

T: Did you do anything else at the weekend?
!S: Anything else at the weekend

T: At all
S: Yes
----~-----~---------·-----T: What about Sunday?

·-----·-

:s;··r~:~:f~:~::::I:::f.~~~~~~~~~!:th, teach~r c~-me a::;;;;~)ho;~-t~-1;a:~----. . . . . . .
_....._....,,,_,..__..___,_.........,_____ .........___
_..__.........._.
............--··-·

.........

. .

,'

,_....-;_

iT: ·you can
:S: No
T: you do it very well
:S: Grammy I very bad

. . ..

.

____ . _______ .,. ______

.

r.y~·ro~~-;t;~~-;b~t-it

....-·-··-· ,......, __ .__ ,,,

___ .........__,_____

,_~-··-·-

...............

----~--~·-~-~-

'T: What is your teacher's name?

-

.... ....,...........

·~--....._

___

___

.........................

.

.. . -·-..------····----·--..
_

.......... ........ _____

~--..__..............,_,

,,_._~·----·-·---

...

·~··---·--

----~····---···--------··--

--.-····-··----.;,.,...,..

.._..

..

-

............ ....,,........;.,.......... ............... .
~

Table 4.21: The error types of using the past tense
No.

l. . . . . ._. . . . .--·--···.1··-···----·---·-·--··-··--·. -..·. ·-····--·. ··-·-..·-----.. . . . . . . .l.2i··-··••. . . . . . .---.. . . . . . . . .

.................................................

Duration of the interview
Total number ~bs which req~e the p;~ ~nse

194
12

.

·1>;~11~~~------·--ic;;-~~ct·-~r--· -~-~---·-~-- ------~~-~------<>~---------------

Incorrect
Tense

.........-

12
1. Simple present

11/12 (92%)
1/12 (8%)
OH

·~"WW . . WO~H·-·•H'W•H••HW••O

3
1

Table 4.21 is based on an interview for 194 seconds. The transcript shows the
use of the present tense instead of the past tense for all verbs. The transcript also
shows the unclear grammar and reduced speech.
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The subject tends to use the present tense throughout the interview when she
talks about the past. The researcher found that the subject uses 11 simple present
tenses and one auxiliary verb in simple present tense instead of the past tense in the
interview.

Further more, the subject also produces ungrammatical sentences like "He is a
very no think" and reduced speech which makes it hard for the researcher to
categorize the errors as shown in the example below:

T: tell me about your old school

S: Senjosep Bangna Mutthayom 6

s 22
Time: 20:46-26: 15
r·-

~---

'"""------~----....,

T: Tell me what happened in the book "Frankenstein"?

---· ·---·--··-··..

·-~-

..--·---··-·-

.. .

..

-~~~-

'S: Victor Frankenstein was only son in the family. The family adopt (1: adopted)
Elisabeth in family. After that victor have (1: had) er had two brother were Ernest
and William. When he went to the mountain, he saw it storm and thunder. He realize
(1: realized) that the thunder was electric Aeui! had electric. When he went to
university, he met Prof. warman. He borrow (1: borrowed) to spend his laboratory
for his work. He were (7: was) very hard. He create (1: created) a creature from his
of human body dead after that he run (1: ran) away from hls creature. Creature gQ
(1: went) Aeui! went to the village kill somebody because somebody didn't gave (5:
didn't give) love anyone Aeui! didn't gave (5: didn't give) any love for him. When
he met victor, he told him that create (1: created) another women monster but he
destroy (1: destroy) it. Monster very angry (8: omission verb). Monster told him that
he Aeui! it came to destroy in wedding night. In the wedding night monster came
and kill (1: killed) Elisabeth. Victor very sad (8: omission verb) and he found sledge
and dog for travel to Aeui! on ice for destroy him Aeui! destroy monster but dog
escape (1: escaped) to him Aeui! escape (1: escaped) from him and sledge broken
(8:omission verb). Captain help (1: helped) him and he told the story and he die (1:
died).

Table 4.22: The error type ofusing the past tense

.~°-~····-·-···-~··--··-·--·1·---·-····--····- . J,,.,,..., ..,.,. ···--····--~. ---··-·-···--·-·~----. ,.___ ::._,,__,________,___. __, ,.,
Duration of the interview
'Total number of verbs which require the past tense
Past tense

JCorrect

329
34

j

·17
50

,•

·---

..~~. --·-----~....

Other features

Incorrect

17
prese~t

Tense

1. Simple

Form

5. Negative form

l

7. Subject +verb agreement
8. Omission verb

14/34 (41%)
2/34 (6%)
1/34 (3%)
3

Table 4.22 is based on an interview for 329 seconds. The transcript shows the
use of the present tense instead of the past tense and the use of past tense. It also
includes the omission verb used in the interview.

The subject uses the simple present tense for 14 out of 34 verbs instead of the
past tense. Whereas two verbs are used incorrectly in the negative sentences
(Didn't+V.2), and one incorrect use of the subject+ verb agreement (he were) in the
interview.
Moreover, the researcher found that the subject produces utterance without
verbs which makes it hard to know the tense or verb as in "Monster very angry',
"Victor very sad", and "sledge broken".

The number of verbs used in the present tense is less than 50 percent of the
total number of verbs in the interview, which reflects the subject's ability to use the
past tense to some extent. It is evident that the subject knows how to use the negative
as in "didn't" in the sentence. The transcript also shows that the subject knows how to
use the irregular verb as in "gave" in the interview. The subject makes a mistake in the
negative sentence (somebody didn't gave any love for him). Including the incorrect
use of subject + verb agreement form in the past tense, (he were very hard). The
researcher thinks that the subject knows how to use the past tense because the
irregular verb "were" is used to substitute ''was" when he narrates the story.
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4.3 Subjects' errors as a group
Table 4.23: Overall data of the subjects' errors in the past tense
No. Duration
of the
interviews

Total number of verbs

j

which

I

Past tense

I I
I II

require the past tense

~

I

I

!correct Incorrect

I

I

I

1

j

Form

jTense
2

3

14
l

11

l

44

5

0

57

14

4

57

13

3

I
l4

9

515

58

7

0

8114

1114

1114

(57%)

(7%)

(7%)

60

9

1

lUT

8/13

1113

1113

8

(62%)

(8%)

(8%)

I

7/7

2

(100%)

ll

8

(100%)

!

l3l

7

I

~

'

6

Simple Present Progressive Present perfect !Auxiliary verb in Negative form Passive form S+V agreement Other Optional
]features
present
simple present
Present/pasttenses

I
12

5

8/9

!
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Summary

1. The problem of the past tense

The researcher has seven categories to discuss the subjects' errors including the past
tense in the interviews.

The first column in table 4.23 shows the overall data of the subjects' errors when they
use the past tense. It shows the dominance of the simple present tense instead of the
past tense in. all the interviews. The average percentage of simple present tense in the
interviews between 30-59 seconds is about 80%. The average percentage of simple
present in the interviews between 60-89 seconds is 92%, followed by 82% for
interviews in the range of 90-119 seconds. The average percentage of simple present
tense in the interviews which were in the range of 120-149 seconds is about 90%.
Whereas duration of interview from 180-209 (92%) and 300-329 (41 %) could not be
found the average because there is only one subject in the group. It is evident from the
findings that the simple present is used in most of the groups in the interview.
Therefore the use of simple present instead of the past tense is common to all the
interviews in the study.

The second column in table 4.23 shows that there is only one group (121-149 seconds)
where the present progressive is used instead of the past tense. The average percentage
of the present progressive instead of past tense is 2%. Therefore, the instances of the
present progressive are minor when compared to the use of the simple present.

The third column in table 4.23 shows the use of the present perfect instead of the past
tense by subjects who spoke for about 30-59 seconds. The use of the present perfect
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instead of the past tense is similar to the use of the present progressive in the
interviews.
The fourth and the fifth columns in table 4.23 show the use of the auxiliary verb in the
simple present instead of the auxiliary verb in the past tense by four out of six groups.
The researcher found that the average percentage of the use of the auxiliary verb in the
simple present is 2%. (for interviews in the range of 60-89 seconds) and 9% for
interviews in the range of 90-119 seconds. The average percentage of the use of
auxiliary verb in the simple present in for interviews in the range of 120-149 is 5%
and only one subject uses the auxiliary in the present tense for interviews in the range
of 180-209 seconds. The use of the auxiliary verb in the simple present is another
minor error in this study. The fifth column in table 4.23 shows three out of six groups
use the incorrect negative form in the past tense. The average percentage of the
incorrect use the negative form is 2% for interviews in the range of 30-59 seconds and
90-119 seconds. Whereas the duration of time 300-329, there is only one subject who

has used the negative form incorrectly in the interviews which lasted between 300-329
seconds in the study. The incorrect use of the negative form is not a major error in this
study.

The sixth column in table 4.23 shows two out of six groups use the past passive in the
interviews. The average percentage of the past tense for subjects who spoke in the
range of 30-59 seconds is 4% and 3% for subjects who spoke for 90-119 seconds. The
inappropriate and incorrect use of the past passive is another minor error in the
study.

The seventh column in table 4.23 shows the only one group (300-329 seconds) where
the subject fails to use subject+ verb agreement correctly in the study. The incorrect
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use of the subject+ verb agreement is considered a minor error as there is only one
subject (out of22) who makes this error in this study.

2. Other features in the study

Table 4.23 shows other features besides the errors discussed in the seven columns
including the optional (present or past tense) which is a major problem for the
researcher to investigate in the study.

The eighth column in table 4.23 shows the use of unclassified tense, omission of
verbs, reduced speech and ungrammatical sentences across the groups in the data. It is
hard to report features on the subjects' use of the past tense when there are instances
of unclassified tense, omission of verbs, reduced speech and ungrammatical sentences.
Around 4% of the interviews between 60-89 seconds show such instances followed by
2% in the interviews between 90-119 seconds and 3% for interviews between 120-149
seconds. The percentages are not reported for groups (180-209 and 300-329 seconds)
with only one subject in the study. Although the feature in this category are not
frequent, it influences the researcher's study on the subjects' use of the past tense
because the researcher could not investigate the learners' use of the past tense and the
researcher could not know the way they use the past tense.

The ninth column in table 4.23 shows the optional use of the past tense. Four out of
six groups have either used the present or the past tense in the interviews. Although
the instances of optional use are not frequent, it influences the findings to some
extent.
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3. Reasons for Thai EFL learners' errors in using the past tense

Table 4.23 shows the subjects' errors are more on tense than form. It is evident from
the data that the subjects use the present tense instead of the past tense to narrate past
events, as they would normally do in their first language, which is Thai in the context
of this study.

1. The over use of the present tense

According to Fries (1975: 5 cited in Gass & Schachter 1989: 55) the basic
problems in second language are created by the first language, so the over use of the
present tense is due to the subjects' first language (Thai) influence. As mentioned
earlier, tense system in Thai has only one verb form but refers to past, present, and
future time. Thai learners are familiar with the system more than the tense system in
English. Hence they tend to use the present tense when they narrate past events in
English as they would normally do in Thai.

2. Time, tense and aspect
Thai does not mark tense like English, on the other hand past events are marked
by adverb of time (e.g. mua-wan-ni) and aspect (e.g. laew, dy, mah) in Thai
(Setthapun: 1992). It is important to note that the verb never changes when people talk
about past events in Thai, but when Thai EFL learners apply this to English it
becomes an error.

3. Mother-tongue interference
Thai verbs have no inflections; a single word play. Verb inflections present a
formidable obstacle to Thai learners (Swan and Smith 1987: 259). There are no
regular verbs (adding "ed") as in English. And the last consonant is not pronounced in
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Thai as in English. The confusion between Thai and English pronunciation tends to
influence the subjects' use of the past tense. The subjects in the data do not pronounce
the final consonant in the interviews, as they would do in Thai. However, in English
the final 'ed' of verbs in the past tense is pronounced with It/, /di and /id/ endings.
Therefore, it is possible for the subjects to substitute the present tense as it is difficult
for them to pronounce the final "ed" in the past tense.

4. The concept of distance and remoteness
The concept of distance and remoteness is not an issue in Thai, but it is quite
important in English. The learners use the present tense instead of the past tense
because they have a limited understanding of distance and remoteness which is related
to the use of the present and the past tense in English (Coniam: 2004). For example,
psychological distance is made more "vivid" by using the present tense, whereas the
past tense is used in order to indicate social distance and politeness. In short, the
learners use the present tense because of their first language influence more than the
concept of distance and remoteness.

4. The relationship between the duration of the interview and used verb vs.
incorrect verb
The duration of the interviews has an effect on the subjects' use of the past tense.
Table 4.23 shows that when the duration of the interviews increases the number of
verbs increase and also the incorrect of the use of the past tense increases. Besides the
duration of the interviews, spoken fluency plays an important role as well. The
subjects who are fluent can narrate the story longer than other subject meanwhile the
number of used verbs increases as well as the errors.
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The findings from the interviews of the 22 subjects showed errors in term of tense
system more than forms. The subjects use the present tense instead of the past tense in
the most places for example

T:Tell me the story of Frankenstein and all those.
S: Frankenstein it ~ (1: was) a the story about love. It~ (1: was) a begin victor was born
in Geneva Switzerland. He want (1: wanted) to lmow about secret of love also he build
(1: built) the gitcher . But Gitcher ~ (1: was) a horrible and became evil. Because He
didn't gave (5: didn't give) any love to his gitcher. also Gitcher want (1: wanted) to
revenge his family. Finally victor want (1: wanted) to destroy the monster by
unsuccessful. The Monster was disappear (6: disappeared) and victor die (1: died)
because his face was broken on the ice.

The data also showed other features which cannot be classified under the use of the
past tense. The other common features found in the data are reduced speech and the
omission of verbs for example

T:Tell me about your old school
S:My old school~ near Road, Phahonyothin Road. It~ very big school and it~ very hot school
T:Hot?
S:yes hot (8: reduced speech)
T:No air?
S:No. fan and no not many tree (8: reduced speech). Almost the student studing (8: omission verb)
Saravitthaya high School ~ skin dark, dark skin
T:Why?
S:ln the morning sunlight to be (8: omission verb) hot and ok
T:Your skin's not dark why not?
S:My skin is dark and everybody
T:What did you do last weekend?
S:I sho in (8: omission verb) and help mother for work.

Although there are many reasons which influence the subjects' use of the past tense
such as the over use of the present tense, time, tense and aspect, mother-tongue
interference and the concept of distance and remoteness. The dominant reason which
affects the subjects' use of the past tense is their mother-tongue interference. It is clear
that that the first language. influences the subjects' use of the past tense in spoken
English. Also, the errors appear to increase along with the duration of the interviews.
The findings indicate that the subjects who have talked for longer periods tend to
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make more mistakes. Therefore, there is no positive relationship between the duration
of the interviews (which indicates spoken fluency) and learners' correct use of the
tense.

The following Chapter will conclude the findings, the recommendations and
limitations of the study before providing directions for future research in this area.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion

5.1 Introduction

This chapter (1) summarizes the findings and recommendation, (2) discusses the
limitations of the study, and (3) provides suggestions for further research.

5.2 Summary of the findings and recommendations

This study has highlighted the errors committed by Thai EFL learners while using the
past tense. The findings would be used to answer the following research question of
this study.

1. What makes Thai EFL learners commit errors when they use the past tense in
spoken English? Why?

The study was conducted at Assumption University (AU) 22 subjects were chosen
based on the speaking test conducted as part of a beginners' level English course at
the University. The findings show that Thai EFL learners use the present tense instead
of the past tense particularly, simple present tense which is used in most of the
instances. It is evident that Thai EFL learners commit errors in terms of tense system
more than form. There are many reasons that makes Thai learners commit errors when
they use the past tense: the over use of the present tense, time, tense and aspect,
mother tongue-interference and the lack of understanding of distance and remoteness.
However, mother-tongue interference is the dominant error in Thai EFL learners' use
of the past tense in spoken English.
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From the findings the researcher would like to recommend teachers in order to
improve Thai EFL learners' use of the past tense. Teachers should be concerned about
learners' behavior and materials. Teachers should pay attention to choose materials or
activities, which enable the learners to use the past tense such as reading narratives,
tales and other texts where there is an extensive use of the past tense. Learners will
have an opportunity to learn about the structure and language features in order to
understand how the past tense works in English. Teachers should not ignore the way
the learners' use the present tense instead of the past tense. The learners should be
corrected in appropriate ways when they make mistakes or provide opportunities to
use the past tense.

5.3 Limitations of the study

Due to the limited number of subjects in this study, it is hard to generalize Thai
EFL learners' use of the past tense. It is difficult to identify Thai EFL learners'
inability to use the past tense clearly because the researcher has not investigated all
Thai learners' use of the past tense at Assumption University.

Since the study has focused only on spoken English, the researcher is unable to
comment on the use of the past tense in writing. Mention must be made that speaking,
reading and writing are connected and influence each other.

The students in this study represent the first year students, hence the researcher
cannot extend the findings to second, third and fourth years students. The researcher is
unaware whether they make the same mistakes, if they do so it needs investigation.
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Based on the findings of this study, which focuses only on speaking, the
students cannot be generalized as being unsuccessful users of the past tense in
English. A study on the subjects' abilities in the other skills of English will be useful.
5.4 Suggestions for further research

The suggestion for future studies is to study larger samples of spoken and
written data from a cross section of Thais who study English. Larger amounts of data
can help researchers to investigate Thai EFL learners' use of the past tense in a
comprehensive manner. Also, it can enable researchers to generalize Thai EFL
learners' use of the past tense. Finally, as mentioned earlier, it is advisable to study
learners' abilities in other skills like reading and writing which are connected to
speaking.
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